
Mission Possible B  
Supervisors can record the numbered items on the Mission Possible excel spreadsheet found at www.soinc.org 

 

Names: ______________________, ______________________, ______________________ Team Number: B____ 

School: _______________________________________________     
 

IMPOUND: 7.a: Did the team impound on time? 1. Y/N 
 

SAFETY:  
 2: Did the team properly wear safety spectacles with side shields at all times?  Y/N 
 2: Did the device pass safety inspection?  Y/N 
 

         IF EITHER OF THE ABOVE IS UNRESOLVED, DO NOT RUN.   IS THE DEVICE SAFE TO RUN? 2. Y/N 
 

CONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS:   
3.a: All parts fit in a 60cm x 60cm x 60cm box. Y/N 3.b.v: Each object is utilized by only one assigned task. Y/N 
3.b.i: Starting Task is designed as task 4.a.   Y/N 3.c: Device used only listed elect. components. Y/N 
3.b.i: Ending task is designed as task 4.m.   Y/N 3.d: No hazardous spills, flames, liquids, or materials. Y/N 
3.b.ii: ≤ 8 + special tasks are counted for points.   Y/N 3.e: Power to any single circuit ≤ 10V. Y/N 
3.b.iii: Designed to operate autonomously.  Y/N 3.f: Motors are not set prior to start of device. Y/N 
3.b.iv: Device is free of parallel tasks.  Y/N 3.h: The top and ≥ 1 vertical wall is open or transparent. Y/N 
3.e: Were all batteries lead-acid free, factory sealed & voltage-labeled by manufacturer?  Y/N 
 

         IS THE DEVICE FREE OF CONSTRUCTION PENALTIES? 3. Y/N 
 

SCORING: 
7.d: The number of times any tasks requiring distance or IMA are self-measured. (8 Max) 4.   _____ 
7.e: The Task Sequence List (TSL) is submitted at impound. 5.       Y/N 
7.f: TSL used the specified format. 6.       Y/N 
7.g: Tasks in the TSL  and within the device are correspondingly labeled. 7.        Y/N 
7.h: The TSL is 100% accurate in documenting expected operation. 8.       Y/N 
7.i: The team used no more than 30 min. for set up. 9.       Y/N 
 

TASKS:  
4.a: Start by dropping quarter. 10. Y/N  4.f: A IMA ≥ 2 pulley system lifts ≥ 5 cm 15. Y/N 
4.b: Open a closed plastic egg, content falls out 11. Y/N  4.g: Combine 2 classes of levers so IMA ≥ 5 16. Y/N 
4.c: Use air to push object ≥ 10 cm  12. Y/N  4.h: Use rack & pinion gear to move ≥ 5 cm 17. Y/N 
4.d: Turn a screw to move object ≥ 2 cm 13. Y/N  4.i: Lift obj. ≥ 15cm with 3rd class lever 18. Y/N 
4.e: Release energy stored in a spring 14. Y/N  4.j: Pour granular mat. to higher container 19. Y/N 
4.k: Use a gear system of ≥ 3 homemade, non-elect., non-comm. constructed gears so final gear turns ≥ 360° 20.     Y/N 
4.l: Pull a mass up a ramp ≥ 10 cm   21.     Y/N 
4.m: Were all conditions of the Final Task met?  If no, explain on the back.  22.     Y/N 

- Battery raised is a 9V battery and any dominoes raised are ≤ 4.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 0.8 cm 
- Surface of the platform is flat, smooth, solid plane with no raised edge at all times 
- Item(s) are not held or attached to the platform, nothing is used to increase surface friction 
- Item(s) are free-standing and not touching each other when device is started 
- When device is started, battery upright w/ contacts up, dominoes on their narrow long side 
- Nothing else is on the platform during entire run 

7.k. Mass lifted up the ramp in Special Task in grams 23. _____ 
7.l. Vertical distance the mass is raised in Special task in cm (rounded down to the nearest cm) 24. _____ 
7.m: Distance the top of the platform is lifted from its original, horizontal position in cm 25. _____ 
7.n: Did the battery remain in its free standing, upright position? 26.     Y/N 
7.n: Number of dominos not touching each other remaining in their free standing, upright position 27. _____ 
 

DEVICE TIMING: 
6.c: Device Operation Time in seconds (rounded to 0.01 sec): 28. _____  
6.a: Ideal time in seconds (rounded to 0.1 sec, enter 60.0 for regional):  29. _____ 

3.g: Device is free of being remotely timed/controlled.  30.     Y/N  
6.d: Operation free of obvious stalling to gain a time advantage 31.     Y/N 
 

PENALTIES: Record the points to be deducted for each violation 

8.b: Number of times the device was touched, adjusted, or restarted:  32. _____ 
8.c: Did any substance, other than those allowed, leave the device during operation (except final task)? 33.     Y/N 
9.b: Were there any competition violations? 34.     Y/N  
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